LTD Power
1115 - 1x5 Gal.

Low Temp Liquid Dishmachine Detergent

LTD Power is an alkaline liquid detergent effective on all soils on dishware, flatware, glassware, pots and pans. LTD Power produces the best results in water temperature of 120 degrees and is infused with non-foaming technology to keep equipment running at 100% efficiency.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE:
This product is automatically dispensed into the dishmachine through a detergent injector. Your Advantage Chemical representative will establish the proper dilution rate depending on machine type and water conditions.

• Best in soft water conditions
• Ultra-concentrate
• For low temperature use

Other SKUs and Case Packs Available
1112  2x1 Gal.
1114  4x1 Gal.